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Abstract

Alzheimer Disease (AD) remains a leading killer with no adequate treatment. Ongoing research increasingly implicates the brain’s immune system as a critical contributor to AD pathogenesis, but the complexity of the immune contribution poses a barrier to understanding. Here I use temporal logic to analyze a computational specification of the immune component of AD. Temporal logic is an extension of logic to propositions expressed in terms of time. It has traditionally been used to analyze computational specifications of complex engineered systems but applications to complex biological systems are now appearing. The inflammatory component of AD involves the responses of microglia to the peptide amyloid-β (Aβ), which is an inflammatory stimulus and a likely causative AD agent. Temporal-logic analysis of the model provides explanations for the puzzling findings that Aβ induces an anti-inflammatory and well as a pro-inflammatory response, and that Aβ is phagocytized by microglia in young but not in old animals. To potentially explain the first puzzle, the model suggests that interferon-γ acts as an “autocrine bridge” over which an Aβ-induced increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines leads to an increase in anti-inflammatory mediators also. To potentially explain the second puzzle, the model identifies a potential instability in signaling via insulin-like growth factor 1 that could explain the failure of old microglia to phagocytize Aβ. The model predicts that augmentation of insulin-like growth factor 1 signaling, and activation of protein kinase C in particular, could move old microglia from a neurotoxic back toward a more neuroprotective and phagocytic phenotype.
Introduction

Alzheimer Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder of high prevalence that currently is the sixth leading cause of death in the United States (www.alz.org). It has a complex, multifactorial etiology. Clinical and epidemiological evidence increasingly indicates that inflammation plays an important role in AD pathogenesis \(^1\). The inflammatory response is highly complex in its own right. A large number of experimental observations on specific aspects of the inflammatory component of AD have accumulated, and effectively aggregating these into a format usable for data interpretation and hypothesis generation presents a critical challenge. The purpose of the research described here is to use specialized computational methods to specify the interactions between many of the molecules and cellular processes thought to be involved in the inflammatory component of AD, and then use temporal logic to analyze them. The data-driven specification represents experimental findings as reported, and is course-grained but thorough. Analysis of the model provides new insights into the nature of the inflammatory response in AD and makes several experimentally testable predictions.

The pathological hallmark of the AD brain is the presence of plaques composed of the peptide amyloid-β (Aβ) \(^2\) (see Supplementary Table S1 for all abbreviations). Over accumulation of Aβ is toxic to neurons and is thought to contribute to AD pathology \(^3\). The inflammatory response in the brain is mediated by microglia, which are the brain’s main immune cells and are found in abundance around Aβ plaques \(^1f\), \(^4\). Among other human AD concomitants, Aβ plaques and brain inflammation are also observed in Aβ-overproducing transgenic-mouse AD models \(^5\).

Epidemiological studies indicate that chronic use of NSAIDs is protective against AD \(^6\), and that the benefit may result mainly from a reduction in brain inflammation due to NSAIDs \(^7\). Studies using transgenic AD mice show that NSAIDs can reduce soluble Aβ levels and Aβ deposits in brain, and can also reduce microglial activation, levels of pro-inflammatory factors such as IL1β and PGE2, and activation of NfκB \(^8\). Further experiments in transgenic AD mice reveal that microglia are involved at different stages of the disease process. In early stages, microglia assume a phagocytic state in which they clear Aβ, but in later stages they switch to a cytotoxic state in which they release inflammatory cytokines such as IL1β and TNFα, which are toxic to neurons at high levels \(^1a\).

These results in transgenic AD mice suggest a possible approach to the treatment of AD in which microglia are maintained in the phagocytic phenotype, or even converted from the inflammatory to the phagocytic phenotype. The analysis presented in this paper is focused on a computational assessment of that possibility, and on the cytokines and other factors that regulate microglial phenotype. The details of
the phagocytic process itself are not considered. Although complement components and chemokines also may be involved in AD pathogenesis, they are excluded from the model because their role in microglial activation in AD is not yet clear \(^9\).

Other potential contributors are also excluded. For example, brain inflammation can lead to infiltration of bone marrow-derived monocytes that could become microglia in the brain, and these could also play a role in A\(\beta\) clearance \(^10\), but the conditions under which this occurs are still in question \(^11\). A recent pathology study showed that the total number of microglia remains constant over the course of AD in human brain but that the ratio of activated to resting microglia increases, indicating that microglial responses in AD are largely due to a phenotypic conversion of resting microglia rather than to proliferation of microglia or to infiltration of monocytes into brain \(^11\). Also, T-cells infiltrate the brain in transgenic AD mice at advanced ages \(^12\), and antibodies against A\(\beta\) can reduce A\(\beta\) load in transgenic AD mice and humans but can also cause meningoencephalitis associated with T-cell infiltration into brain \(^13\).

The computational analysis presented here revolves around salient and general findings concerning microglial phenotype in the presence of A\(\beta\). The data are derived mainly from experiments in mice. The general observations are that A\(\beta\) exposure causes microglia to produce both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, that A\(\beta\) exposure increases phagocytosis in microglia from “young” mice but decreases it in microglia from “old” mice (roughly less than or greater than one year old, respectively), and that the old, non-phagocytic phenotype is persistent in that it is maintained once it is adopted. Among other results, the analysis suggests that IFN\(\gamma\) might provide an “autocrine bridge” over which an initially pro-inflammatory stimulus such as A\(\beta\) could increase production of anti-inflammatory cytokines. It also identifies IGF1 as another autocrine bridge over which the phagocytic state of microglia could potentially be promoted. The model makes predictions of therapeutic relevance on the basis of these findings.

The computational analysis employs techniques from formal methods in computer science \(^15\). A formal methods analysis of a system is based on a computational representation of that system in a declarative programming language, which offers analysis capabilities not available to programs written in more conventional, imperative languages. Whereas a statement in an imperative language is a command, a
statement (or declaration) in a declarative language is a fact. A declarative program, in which the statements describe the facts concerning the interactions between the elements of the system being modeled, is known as a system specification. The main advantage of specifications written in declarative languages is that they can be used not only for simulation but also can be analyzed using temporal logic and state-space search. When the specification is composed of facts that are true concerning the system, temporal logic analysis and state-space search can be used essentially to prove what else is true for that system.

In principle, a declarative language can be used to specify a system at any level of numerical accuracy, but in practice the temporal-logic capabilities of the declarative environment are facilitated by limiting system elements to integer levels of activation (a course-grained representation). For this analysis, element activations are limited to the integers in the range [0, 10]. Limiting element activations to the Boolean {0, 1} has a long history in systems biology, and this approach is undergoing continuous development. Modeling paradigms that limit element activations to integer levels include those based on multivalued logic or Petri nets. Temporal-logic analysis of declarative specifications of biological systems, as implemented here, is a relatively new trend. Logic-based models can capture the essential features of biological system behavior and are appropriate in the many contexts in which the parameters needed for kinetic, differential-equation-based models, such as concentrations and reaction rates, are not known. The overall goal of the logic-based approach is to represent a biological system in a course-grained but thorough fashion and to develop, through rigorous analysis, a detailed understanding of the mechanistic events that underlie its behavior.

The focus here is on the system of molecular and cellular interactions that determine microglial phenotype in AD. They are specified using a declarative programming language known as Maude. Maude was designed for modeling and analysis of complex systems. So far Maude has been used mainly to model complex engineered systems such as computer operating systems, internet protocols, and even other programming languages. Some applications of Maude to biological systems have also appeared. Recently, Maude has been applied to problems in AD pathophysiology. This work can be consulted for further background on Maude and on how it can be applied to biological systems.

A declaration in a declarative language specifies how a term matching its left-hand side should be replaced by a term matching its right-hand side. Declarations in Maude are of two types:
equations and rules. Equations elaborate the current state of the system model while rules transition the system from one state to another. Maude performs search and temporal-logic analysis of system models by first generating the entire state-transition tree, taking all possible trajectories through the state space and finding all possible terminal states (a.k.a. steady states). Then state-space search is used to find specific states of interest, while temporal-logic analysis is used to verify time-qualified propositions such as whether a specific state always occurs, eventually occurs, does not occur until another specific state occurs, and so on.

For the microglia system model, the declarations describing autocrine updates (i.e. updates of microglial receptors to factors generated by the microglia themselves) are expressed as rules. All other declarations are expressed as equations. In this way the state of the microglia system model is advanced each time one of its receptors is updated by a self-generated factor. This approach facilitates analysis of the microglia system and leads to potential new insights into the behavior of microglia in the AD brain.

**Experimental background and model construction**

The model is based on molecular and cellular interactions as determined through focused laboratory-based experiments and as described in the literature. Only statistically significant interactions are included in the model. The next subsection describes in detail the experimental findings on which the model is based, while the subsection following describes construction of the computational model.

**Biological interactions represented in the model**

Microglia are endowed with a large variety of receptors and receptor complexes and can be induced, via signaling cascades proceeding from them, into inflammatory or phagocytic phenotypes. The specific phenotype they assume is most likely determined by the combination of receptors that are activated, which in turn is determined by the ligands that are present, which in turn is determined by the state of the organism. A large literature implicates Aβ as a key ligand in the AD brain.

Aβ tends to self-aggregate into soluble oligomers of low order, into fibrils, and into plaques. Microglia respond to and phagocytize mainly fibrillar Aβ (fAβ). Fibrillar Aβ binds to a microglial receptor complex (the TLR complex) composed of the Toll-like receptors TLR2 and TLR4, along
with the co-receptors SRA, CD14, CD36, CD47, and the α6β1 integrin. Activation of the TLR complex leads to phosphorylation of the Src, Lyn, and Syk kinases in microglia in culture. Lyn and Syk can both phosphorylate Vav, and Vav can then load a GTP onto the GTPase Rac. Rac is also part of the NADPH oxidase complex, and Rac activation can lead to the production of ROS by the NADPH complex.

TLR2 and TLR4 also signal through the adaptor protein MyD88, and TLR4 separately signals through the TRIF protein. MyD88 activates IRAK, and IRAK associates with TRAF6. TRAF6 activates TAK1, and TAK1 then activates IKK, which inactivates IκB, which releases and thereby activates NFκB. TAK1 also activates MAP3K, which activates MAP2K, which activates MEK. MEK activates ERK, as well as p38MAPK and JNK, leading to activation of AP1. Independently of MyD88, TLR4 also activates TRIF, which activates RIP1, and RIP1 also activates TAK1. Thus, the MyD88/TRAF6 and TRIF/RIP1 pathways are parallel pathways leading to activation of TAK1. Activation of NFκB or AP1 promotes expression of pro-inflammatory mediators.

Activation by Aβ of the TLR complex can cause various microglial reactions, which depend on factors that in turn depend on age. Experiments using transgenic AD mice that are also deficient in TLRs show that Aβ activation of TLR2/4 reduces Aβ load as the mice age, and increases production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL1β, IL17, and TNFα but can also increase production of anti-inflammatory cytokines and other factors such as IL10 and TGFβ. TGFβ signals through its receptor TGFR and transcription factors known as Smad proteins. TGFβ promotes Aβ phagocytosis by microglia. In transgenic AD mice with normal TLRs, microglia transition from a phagocytic form at age 6 months (young) to the classic, cytotoxic form at age 18 months (old). The switch is coincident with high levels of Aβ and of inflammatory mediators including IL1β, TNFα, NADPH oxidase, and COX2. Although expression of the tissue-repair factor Arg1 is not increased, levels of the related factor Ym1 are increased in young transgenics while the anti-inflammatory IL4, IL10, and TGFβ are increased in old transgenics. These results indicate that microglia in transgenic, Aβ-overproducing mice start out phagocytizing Aβ but end up becoming predominantly inflammatory and cytotoxic, and this compromises their ability phagocytize Aβ.

Studies in which levels of inflammatory cytokines are increased in mice, either through genetic overexpression or direct administration, show that augmentation of inflammatory cytokines can...
actually promote Aβ phagocytosis in young mice but suppress it in old mice. Local brain (hippocampal) overexpression of IL1β in young wildtype mice increases production of IL1β, IL6, and TNFα, while in young transgenic AD mice, local overexpression of IL1β actually reduces the Aβ load 35. Administration of IL6 induces a microgliosis that reduces Aβ deposition in young AD transgenic mice 36. However, as the mice age, increasing levels of inflammatory cytokines such as IL1β, IL6, and TNFα lead to decreasing phagocytic ability in microglia 37. Transgenic AD mice that lack the pro-inflammatory IL12 and IL23 have a lower Aβ load than do the same mice that have normal levels of IL12 and IL23 as they age 38. The inflammatory effects of IL1β are suppressed to some extent by the naturally-occurring IL1 receptor antagonist IL1Ra 39. These results suggest that in young mice, inflammatory cytokines actually induce microglial phagocytosis of Aβ but in old mice, inflammatory cytokines induce a more cytotoxic microglial phenotype with suppressed phagocytic ability.

Studies using isolated microglia in culture paint a similar picture. In microglia from young mice, activation by fAβ leads to ROS production and phagocytosis, and this is attenuated, but not eliminated, in Vav knockout microglia 29. IL6 induces microglia from young mice to increase Aβ phagocytosis and to increase Ym1 but not Arg1 36. IL6 signals through STAT3 via the IL6 receptor IL6R and JAK2 in certain cell lines 40 and possibly also in microglia. TNFα induces microglia from young mice to increase Aβ phagocytosis 41. In contrast, in old mice, microglia produce more IL1β and TNFα and phagocytize less Aβ 37b. Binding of fAβ to the TLR complex in the N9 microglial cell line causes an increase in IL1β and IL6 42. These results indicate that Aβ or inflammatory cytokines can increase phagocytosis by microglia in young brains but decrease it in old brains.

IL4 emerges from studies of microglia in culture as a factor potentially useful for maintaining microglia in a phagocytic state, while IFNγ presents a mixed picture. In one study, fAβ causes neonatal microglia to increase TNFα but to decrease the anti-inflammatory IGF1. This pro-inflammatory response is blunted if microglia are pretreated with IL4 or, to a lesser extent, with IFNγ 43. By itself, IL4 increases IGF1 and decreases TNFα while IFNγ does the opposite. Pretreatment with Aβ does not alter IL4-induced IGF1 expression. Taken together, these results show that IL4 is much better at preserving the neuroprotective state than IFNγ, while IFNγ has mixed but interesting properties. Antibodies against IGF1 significantly weaken the neuroprotective effect of IL4, suggesting that IL4 exerts its effect mainly through IGF1 43.
In a related study, IFNγ is shown to stimulate secretion of TNFα and production of iNOS from wildtype microglia isolated from old mice, but not from microglia from mice with the interferon receptor IFNR knocked out. However, fAβ causes IFNγ secretion from microglia independently of IFNR. IL4 signals through STAT6 via the IL4 receptor (IL4R) and JAK1, while IFNγ signals through JAK2/STAT1. IGF1 reduces ROS and TNFα production by inflammatory microglia, and these effects are thought to result from activation of the IGF2 receptor IGF2R and/or a hybrid of the insulin receptor IR and IGF1R (IRIGF1R). IGF1, IGF2, and insulin each have affinity for IGF1R, IGF2R, IR, and IRIGF1R. Activation by IGF1 of IRIGF1R could reduce ROS via the pathway PI3K to Akt to FOXO to SOD, while activation by IGF1 of IGF2R could reduce TNFα via the pathway Gq to PKC.

Several studies applied the endotoxin LPS to microglia in culture to explore inflammatory reactions and changes in Aβ phagocytosis. LPS binds with the TLR complex and in low doses can induce the phagocytic microglial phenotype. At higher doses, LPS causes microglia isolated from young mice to substantially increase their production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines TNFα, IL1β, IL6, and IL12, and to increase the anti-inflammatory IL10. These results are largely confirmed and extended in a more recent study that employs a more stringent isolation technique. LPS causes pure postnatal murine microglia to increase production both of TNFα and TGFβ. Also in these microglia, TGFβ production is increased by TNFα but TNFα production is decreased by TGFβ. Like LPS, IFNγ causes these microglia to increase production both of TNFα and TGFβ (the reported TGFβ increase was not significant). LPS causes microglia isolated from neonatal rats to decrease production of IGF1, but LPS does not substantially diminish the increase in IGF1 produced by IL4. BV2 (immortalized murine microglial cell line) microglia reduce their level of Arg1 production when exposed to high dose LPS.

In comparison with young microglia, exposure to LPS of microglia isolated from old mice causes them to produce even more TNFα, IL1β, IL6, and IL12. Old microglia do not decrease TGFβ production with LPS exposure but they actually produce more IL10. Activation of microglia using LPS and fAβ promotes a predominantly inflammatory phenotype and synergistically increases secretion of IL1β and decreases secretion of IL4. Pretreatment using LPS or pro-inflammatory mediators including IL1β, TNFα, or IFNγ inhibits the fAβ-induced phagocytosis of fAβ by primary murine or BV2 microglia. The resulting pro-inflammatory suppression of phagocytosis can be relieved by NFκB inhibitors, by the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL4, IL10, IL13, and TGFβ, by COX2 inhibitors such as NSAIDs, or by an antagonist of the prostanoid receptor EP2.
Ablation of EP2 substantially suppressed microglial production of the pro-inflammatory mediators iNOS and COX2, and enhanced Aβ phagocytosis by microglia \(^{54}\). The enhancement of phagocytosis by EP2 ablation is completely prevented by inhibition of PKC, suggesting that EP2 normally suppresses microglial phagocytosis by inhibiting PKC.

Several studies point to PPARγ as a key player in the determination of microglial phenotype and as a mediator of the beneficial effects of NSAIDs, since NSAIDs increase PPARγ expression \(^{55}\). If initiated while the animals are still young, treatment of transgenic AD mice with the NSAID ibuprofen reduces IL1β, both soluble and aggregated Aβ, and the number of pro-inflammatory microglia \(^{56a}\). Similar treatment of transgenic AD mice with ibuprofen also reduces Aβ plaques and expression of COX2 and iNOS, while treatment with the PPARγ agonist pioglitazone does the same but to an even greater extent \(^{56}\). Rosiglitazone, another PPARγ agonist, reduces IL1β, iNOS, and NO but increases IL4 in the hippocampus of old rats \(^{57}\).

PPARγ forms a heterodimer with RXR before binding PPAR response elements and opposing NFκB but promoting expression of anti-inflammatory mediators. Both pioglitazone and the PPARγ modulator DSP-8658 enhanced the phagocytosis of Aβ by microglia \(^{58}\). Retinoic acid or bexarotene, which are both RXR agonists, also enhance microglial Aβ phagocytosis.

LXRβ also forms a dimer with RXR, and LXRβ knockout increases Aβ load in AD transgenic mice \(^{59}\). Ligands of LXRβ suppress development of the pro-inflammatory phenotype and contribute to the maintenance the phagocytic phenotype in microglia exposed to tAβ. Ligands of LXRβ also suppress LPS- or IL1β-induced production by microglia of iNOS, NO, COX2, TNFα, and of IL1β itself, and reverse the inhibition by LPS or IL1β of tAβ-induced Aβ phagocytosis by microglia. These data suggest that LXRβ demotes the inflammatory and promotes the phagocytic phenotype in a manner similar to that of PPARγ. Also, NaHS, a donor of H2S, reduces Aβ-induced microglial production of IL1β, IL6, TNFα, and COX2 by inhibiting the activation of NFκB \(^{60}\). Though PPARγ opposes NFκB, NFκB can also oppose PPARγ. In macrophages, activation of TLR2/4 reduces PPARγ expression at the mRNA level, but this is prevented by inhibition of IKK or NFκB \(^{61}\). NFκB-induced reduction in PPARγ expression is associated with increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines including TNFα. These findings reveal a mutually antagonistic interaction between PPARγ and NFκB in macrophages.
An important class of modulators of microglial phenotype are factors attached to or secreted by neurons, and some of these counter the anti-inflammatory, phagocytic phenotype. The CD40 ligand CD40L suppresses the phagocytic response to fAβ of BV cells or of primary murine microglia. Knockout of the CD40L gene in transgenic AD mice results in reduced Aβ plaques and reduced microgliosis and TNFα expression. Microglia derived from neonatal rats take up more Aβ when pretreated with IL4 if they do not express CD40.

Conversely, most of the neuronal membrane-bound or secreted factors seem to maintain microglia in the phagocytic state. Recent genomewide association studies show that homozygous loss-of-function mutations in the gene encoding TREM2 are associated with a significant risk for AD. The TREM2 ligand TREM2L is expressed on neural membranes. TREM2 signals via DAP12. Activation of TREM2 phosphorylates DAP12, which provides a docking site for Syk. Syk promotes phosphorylation of GRB2, which leads to activation of ERK, which in turn leads to reorganization of the cytoskeleton and increased phagocytosis in microglia. Myeloid precursor cells (which can become microglia) that overexpress TREM2 show increased phagocytosis, but this is blocked by inhibition of ERK. They also produce more IL10, but less of each of IL1β, iNOS, TNFα, and IFNγ. Knockdown of TREM2 in microglia inhibited phagocytosis and increased production of TNFα, IL1β, IL12, and iNOS. Stimulation by ligands of TLR2 (which include Aβ) leads to inhibition of TNFα production by microglia, but only if TREM2 is available to phosphorylate DAP12.

Other membrane-bound factors that help keep microglia in a neuroprotective state include CD22 and CD200. The neuronal membrane-bound CD45 ligand CD22, which can also be secreted by neurons in soluble form, inhibits LPS-induced TNFα secretion by microglia. Neurons express CD200 while microglia express the CD200 receptor CD200R. CD200 expressed on neurons significantly attenuates Aβ-induced secretion by microglia of IL1β, IL6, and TNFα. In mouse bone marrow-derived mast cells, activation by CD200 of CD200R inhibits signaling via the ERK, JNK, and p38MAPK pathways. Binding of CD200 to CD200R causes CD200R phosphorylation and binding of CD200R to docking proteins Dok1 and Dok2. Dok1 binds SHIP1 and both Dok1 and Dok2 recruit GAP. GAP then inhibits Ras. Since Ras activates ERK, CD200/CD200R inhibits ERK via this mechanism. How CD200R inhibits JNK and p38MAPK is not known. CD200 expression decreases with age and also decreases as a result of Aβ application, and both CD200 and CD200R expression are reduced in the human AD brain, specifically in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex.
Fractalkine is enigmatic in that it seems to promote either microglial phenotype, depending on circumstances. Fractalkine (a.k.a. CX3CL1) is expressed by neurons throughout the brain and can exist either in membrane-bound or soluble form. Deficiency of the fractalkine receptor CX3CR1 causes microglia to become neurotoxic. This result suggests that fractalkine promotes the neuroprotective, phagocytic phenotype. However, transgenic AD mice have reduced Aβ deposition and increased Aβ phagocytosis if they are also deficient via gene knockout in CX3CR1. The CX3CR1 deficiency decreases production of TNFα, but increases production of IL1β, by microglia in transgenic AD mice. In culture, CX3CL1 reduces phagocytosis of Aβ by microglia. Thus, fractalkine is like IFNγ in that it can promote either the neurotoxic or the neuroprotective phenotype, but in suppressing IL1β while enhancing TNFα its effects are even more ambiguous. Transgenic AD mice produce fewer fractalkine positive cells than wildtype when younger but fractalkine levels decrease in both and even out when older.

While healthy neurons express proteins that suppress the pro-inflammatory microglial phenotype, necrotic neurons express proteins that enhance it. Necrotic neurons, but not other necrotic cell types, can induce the pro-inflammatory phenotype of microglia through a signaling cascade involving MyD88. Microglia induced by necrotic neurons have increased production of IL6, IL12, TNFα, NO, CD40, and α6β1 integrin.

Another factor important for the determination of microglial phenotype in AD is ACh. AD is associated with loss of cholinergic neurons early in the disease process. Microglia express the ACh receptor α7nAChR. Pretreatment with ACh or nicotine inhibits the LPS-induced release from microglia of TNFα. This inhibition is mediated by a reduction in phosphorylation of p38MAPK and JNK. The mechanism is not known but it appears to occur without the influx of extracellular calcium. Activation of α7nAChR by nicotine also reduces ROS production by preventing NADPH activation. Donepezil, a widely used anticholinesterase, attenuates the Aβ-induced release of the inflammatory mediators IL1β, TNFα, PGE2, and NO, and reduces the upregulation of iNOS and COX2, the phosphorylation of p38MAPK, and the activation NFκB in microglia. The interactions outlined in this subsection are diagrammed in Figure 1 and specified computationally as described in the next subsection. Data from this subsection that are used to verify the model are summarized in Table 1.
Computational representation of microglia signaling

Computational representation of the microglia signaling system begins by representing its constituent molecules (and some cellular processes) as elements of the model, and proceeds by specifying the interactions between those elements. The main focus of this analysis is on a specification of the microglia system in a declarative programming language (Maude) but for purposes of providing a cross-check, the same interactions are also represented in an imperative language (MATLAB). Model elements in the Maude and MATLAB versions have the same names. To distinguish them from biological entities, model element names are rendered in monotype font (see Table S1). Because model element names correspond to program variable names they substitute lower-case Roman letters for Greek letters.

The model is based on data derived from experiments using molecular biology techniques (e.g. gel electrophoresis, immunohistochemistry, phagocytosis assay, etc.) that provide relative measures of molecular abundance or activity rather than precise chemical concentrations or reaction rates. For this reason, all model elements are assigned integer levels in the range \([0, 10]\) that represent their relative activity. In Maude all elements are represented as operators that assign an integer level to the element they represent, while in MATLAB all elements are represented simply as variables. For example, in Maude the operator \(\text{IL1b}(7)\) assigns the level 7 to \(\text{IL1b}\) while in MATLAB the variable \(\text{IL1b}\) simply would be set to 7. The slightly more complicated representation in Maude is a requirement of its analytical capabilities.

Declarations in Maude are either equations or rules. Applicable equations must execute but applicable rules may execute or not, and all equations must execute before any rule can execute (see also Introduction). All of the declarations in the Maude specification, and all of the statements in the MATLAB program, describe how the level of one model element is changed by the levels of certain other model elements. For example, in Maude:

\[
\text{MyD88}(X1) \text{ IL1R}(X2) \text{ IRAK}(Y) = \\
\text{MyD88}(X1) \text{ IL1R}(X2) \text{ IRAK}(X1 + X2) \text{ if Y } /=/ X1 + X2 .
\]

While in MATLAB:

\[
\text{if IRAK } /=/ \text{MyD88} + \text{IL1R}, \text{ IRAK } = \text{MyD88} + \text{IL1R}; \\
\text{upFlag } = 1; \text{ end}
\]

Both constructions prescribe that the level of \(\text{IRAK}\) should be equal to the sum of the levels of \(\text{MyD88}\) and \(\text{IL1R}\). Both are also conditional, so that the level of \(\text{IRAK}\) will not be reassigned if it
is already equal to the sum of the levels of MyD88 and IL1R (note that /= and ~= mean “not equal” in Maude and MATLAB, respectively). This declaration is an equation in Maude, so it executes whenever it applies. If either the level of MyD88 or IRAK changes over the course of simulation or analysis, then this equation will execute and change the level of IRAK. In contrast, in MATLAB a statement executes according to its order in the program. To make the Maude and MATLAB version operationally more similar, all of the statements in the MATLAB version occur within a while loop that first sets upFlag to 0 and that breaks only if none of the conditionals in the loop execute and set upFlag back to 1. In other words, if any conditional executes then all of the conditionals must be checked again before the MATLAB simulation can terminate. Almost all declarations/statements in both the Maude and MATLAB versions are conditional. The only ones that are not are those that assign the initial levels of the pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in the model.

In the Maude version almost all of the declarations are equations. The ones that are rules rather than equations are those that specify the autocrine interactions, or the levels of the receptors for the pro- and anti-inflammatory factors that are generated by the microglia system itself. A rule in Maude takes the same form as an equation except that the = sign is replaced with =>. The model represents 78 interactions among 107 elements including initial and constitutive levels of some elements that are not shown in Figure 1. In the Maude version, 9 of these interactions are the rules that set the 9 autocrine receptor responses. Besides being expressed in different languages, all of the interactions are the same in the Maude and MATLAB versions and most of these are very simple. Elements that receive input from one other element simply take the level of their input element. Many other elements receive input from two or three other elements and for these the interaction is either a simple sum or difference (bound at 0) or a max operation. Only 12 of the 78 interactions are more complex, and these determine the activation of an element on the basis of the pattern of its 3 or more inputs.

The most important operational feature of the model is that the interactions that determine autocrine receptor updates occur last, after the levels of the cytokines and other factors generated by microglia are changed due to other model interactions. This feature is assured in Maude by expressing all autocrine receptor updates as rules, with all other interactions expressed as equations, and in MATLAB by locating all autocrine receptor updates at the end of the while loop that lists all the interactions. Because the microglial autocrine receptors can be activated by factors that microglia themselves produce, the autocrine receptor updates mediate positive-
feedback interactions. In the model these feedback loops are governed by two saturation levels, designated as proSat and antiSat, which determine the maximal level reachable in any model state by the pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators, respectively. The levels of proSat and antiSat are determined by the levels of the transcription factors in the model, which are determined, in turn, by the signaling cascades that proceed from the receptors for autocrine mediators and also for exogenous factors. The model reaches terminal states (a.k.a. steady states) when the autocrine mediators reach and hold their saturation levels.

It is important to point out that the model is not the product of a machine learning algorithm in which its structure assumes some standard, homogeneous, a priori form (e.g. belief network) and an algorithm is used to fit model parameters. On the contrary, model structure is heterogeneous and custom built according to experimental results and in order to bring overall model behavior in line with observation. In this regard the creation of the microglia signaling model is similar to the creation of models of engineered systems in that the Maude specification is set by the modeler on the basis of knowledge of the system being modeled (a.k.a the target system). The specification is considered valid if its behavior corresponds to that of the target system, and analysis of the specification then leads to potential understanding of the target system.

**Results and discussion**

The results are derived mainly from temporal-logic analysis and state-space search of a declarative specification of the signaling, transcriptional, and other interactions that determine microglial phenotype in AD. These computationally intensive analysis and search processes, which are characteristic of declarative models, involve generation of the entire state-transition tree by taking all possible trajectories through the state space. Most imperative models, in contrast, take only one, arbitrary trajectory so that computations will be efficient. Because the two modalities are so different it was useful to create both a declarative and an imperative version of the microglia system model and to use the one to check the other. The same interactions were represented in Maude (declarative) and MATLAB™ (imperative). Maude was used in simulation mode for comparison with MATLAB, in which simulation is the only mode. The two versions produced the same output for all inputs (when Maude produced two terminal states, one of those states always matched the MATLAB output; see next subsection). Prerequisite to model analysis is verification that overall model behavior is consistent with observation.
Overall model behavior

The salient and consistent findings from the literature are summarized in a truth table (Table 1), which shows what is true for the microglia system given these findings. Because available data are qualitative, the findings are expressed in terms of quantized integer levels. The truth table is organized in terms of certain key model elements designated as inputs and outputs. It is also divided into two parts: the top and bottom parts pertain to brain-resident (in vivo) or isolated (in vitro) microglia from young or old animals, respectively. Isolated microglia pretreated with Aβ or with inflammatory mediators are considered old for the purposes of the truth table. In the model, the young and old cases differ in that in the young case the factors ACh, CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L are present but in the old case they are absent. These factors are not completely absent in aging brains but assigning them only two levels, 0 in old and 1 in young brains, is sufficient for the purposes of the model. Obviously other factors also differ between young and old animals. These factors can be added to the model as they are identified experimentally.

For the truth table (Table 1), the inputs are the inflammatory stimuli Ab and LPS, the initial cytokine levels IFNgini, IL4ini, and IGF1ini, and the signaling modifiers rosi and retino. The initial cytokine levels are held at 5 or augmented to a level of 8. While some Aβ is normally present in young and old brains, the input Ab, like the inputs LPS, rosi, and retino, is limited to levels of 0 and 1 for simplicity in the model. Each input pattern is associated with one (sometimes two) terminal output patterns. The outputs are the pro-inflammatory factors IL1b, TNFa, and ROS, the process phago, and the anti-inflammatory mediators Ym1, Arg1, IL4, IL10, TGFb, and IGF1. For the outputs in the truth table, boldface numerals designate an experimental observation that the model had to match. These observations are assigned the integer levels of 3, 5, and 7, corresponding to low, base, and high, respectively. Within the constraints established by known interactions, model creation was focused on bringing its overall input/output behavior into agreement with these observations. The chosen set of inputs and outputs is obviously not an exhaustive set of the factors to which microglia respond and that they produce, but they are the factors most often examined in experiments on Aβ effects on microglia.

Both the Maude and MATLAB versions of the model agreed with each other and with the boldface numerals in the truth table. Agreement of both versions with the data on the effects of Aβ on microglia indicates that the model can be considered as a valid representation of the microglia system. Agreement between the Maude and MATLAB versions provides assurance that agreement with the data is not due to programming error. On the output side of the truth table, plain numerals are model outputs for which no corresponding experimental observations yet exist. All of those can be considered as model predictions.
In constructing the truth table, Maude was run in search mode in order to determine the terminal states of all possible trajectories through the state space. Because the rules in the model expressed autocrine receptor updates, each trajectory represents one of the possible sequences of updates of the autocrine interactions. The truth table (Table 1) shows that, starting from most of the initial states with inputs as specified, the specification reached only one terminal state, meaning that the same state was reached no matter the order of updates of the autocrine interactions. However, that truth table has two paired rows, 5a/5b and 10a/10b, that show two different outputs for the same initial input state. These are the outputs of two stable (a.k.a. terminal) states of the Maude specification for initial states with augmented initial levels of IL4 (i.e. IL4ini(8)). The fact that these initial states give rise to two separate terminal states is of significance for the analysis (see below). The MATLAB version, in contrast, reaches only one terminal state from all initial states because it takes only one, arbitrary trajectory through the state space.

For the two paired rows of the truth table, 5a/5b and 10a/10b, the initial level of IL4 is augmented (i.e. IL4ini(8)) but the initial levels of IFNg and IGF1 are at the base level (IFNgini(5) and IGF1ini(5)) (Table 1). Also, both rosi and retino are absent (rosi(0) and retino(0)). For the row pair 5a/5b, the model is in the young condition and Ab and LPS are both absent (Ab(0) and LPS(0)). For the row pair 10a/10b, the model is in the old condition and both Ab and LPS are present (Ab(1) and LPS(1)). The output numerals in the first member of each pair (5a or 10a) are Italic to signify that they represent the Maude terminal states that disagree with the relevant observations. The output numerals in the second member of each pair (5b or 10b) agree with the relevant observations. Although they start from very different initial states, the “correct” terminal states (Table 1 Rows 5b and 10b) in these cases are very similar. The importance of these states can be appreciated in the context of the other truth table input/output patterns.

For the baseline condition in young microglia, Ab, LPS, rosi, and retino are all absent and IFNgini, IL4ini, and IGF1ini are all at base. The model was arranged so that, in the young case, all the pro- and anti-inflammatory mediators and phagocytosis were at the base level, which is 5 (Table 1 Row 1). All experimentally observed baselines were assigned the level of 5 also, and so all of the base output levels in this condition are bold in the truth table. If experimental results indicated a significant increase, decrease, or no change in an output for a specific condition and initial input, then that output takes a bold 7, 3, or 5 (corresponding to high, low, or base) in the truth table (Table 1).
Many studies indicate that exposure to Aβ will cause young microglia to increase Aβ phagocytosis and production of pro-inflammatory mediators. Paradoxically, Aβ exposure will also cause young microglia to increase production of anti-inflammatory mediators, the main exceptions being Agr1, which is not affected by Aβ, and IGF1, which is actually decreased by Aβ. Largely the same pattern of changes is observed with LPS exposure, and the model agrees with these findings (Table 1 Rows 2 and 3). Starting from baseline, experimental studies show that an initial augmentation in IFNγ will increase TNFα but decrease IGF1, while an initial augmentation in IL4 will decrease TNFα but increase IGF1. The model reproduces these findings (Table 1 Rows 4 and 5b), and suggests that augmented initial IFNγ produces a microglial state similar to that produced by Aβ or LPS, while augmented initial IL4 can produce a state in which pro-inflammatory mediators are decreased, phagocytosis is increased, and most anti-inflammatory mediators including IGF1 are increased in young microglia.

These facts may be key to understanding microglial phenotypic conversion with exposure to Aβ in young animals. They suggest that IFNγ may allow an inflammatory stimulus such as Aβ to cause increased production of anti-inflammatory mediators also. The fact that IGF1 is often but not always decreased when other anti-inflammatory cytokines including IL4 are increased suggests a special role for IGF1. The fact that the Maude version of the microglia model has two stable states starting from augmented initial IL4, in only one of which is IGF1 increased, suggests that states with increased IGF1 may be difficult for microglia to achieve.

The baseline condition in old microglia is the same as that in young microglia except that old microglia lack ACh and other neuronal membrane-bound or secreted factors that are present in the young condition. Experimental studies show that old microglia have increased production of pro-inflammatory cytokines but decreased phagocytosis. The model agrees with these findings (Table 1 Row 6) and suggests that production of certain anti-inflammatory mediators may also be increased in old microglia (see below). Experiments also show that exposure of old microglia to Aβ or LPS separately causes increased production of pro-inflammatory and many anti-inflammatory mediators (Table 1 Rows 7 and 8) and the response is similar to that of young microglia (Table 1 Rows 2 and 3) except that phagocytosis is decreased in the old case.

*In vitro* it is possible to produce a microglial phenotype in which pro-inflammatory cytokines are increased while most (if not all) anti-inflammatory factors are decreased. Specifically, exposure of old microglia to Aβ and LPS together causes increased pro-inflammatory but decreased anti-inflammatory cytokine production. Interestingly, this hyperinflammatory condition as well as the less inflammatory
conditions can be reversed by augmented initial IL4, by augmented IGF1, or by compounds such as rosiglitazone or retinoic acid that enhance IGF1 signaling. The model reproduces this set of findings (Table 1 Rows 7-13). Again, the fact that the Maude version has two stable states starting from the old and hyperinflammatory condition and augmented initial IL4, in only one of which are pro-inflammatory mediators decreased but anti-inflammatory mediators increased (Table 1 Rows 10a and 10b), suggests that reversal of a potentially hyperinflammatory phenotype in old microglia exposed to Aβ may be difficult to achieve. The behavior of the model in all of these cases is explored in detail throughout the rest of this section.

Response to Aβ in the young condition

After the consistency of overall model behavior with observation is established, temporal logic is used to analyse it. In Maude this is done by defining certain properties and then checking whether time-qualified propositions involving those properties are true or false, given specific starting conditions. For example, the property IL1bEQ7 is true when the level of IL1b is 7 (IL1b(7)). Note that 7 corresponds to the high activity level. Then [\(\text{always}\)] IL1bEQ7, where [\(\text{always}\)] is the temporal-logic operator “always”, is the proposition that IL1b is always active at the high level. Thorough understanding of model behavior can be developed by using Maude to determine under what conditions this and other propositions are true.

Table 2 presents a temporal-logic analysis of the model in the young case when Ab is also present (Ab(1)). In this case IL1b is always active at the high level. It is useful to reiterate here that the only rules in the Maude specification are those that update the levels of the receptors for the factors that are produced by microglia. In other words, only the autocrine interactions are expressed as rules; all other interactions are expressed as equations. In Maude, equations only elaborate the state, they do not change the state of the model. In contrast, rules do change the state, and the state transitions produced by rules are the events that advance the state and produce sequential orderings among different states. If IL1b is always active at the high level in the presence of Ab, then it is brought to that level by equations made applicable by Ab(1) right from the start. If IL1b is always high with Ab(1), then Ab(1) brought IL1b to this level through execution of equations and before execution of any rules, even if some or all of the rules are also made applicable by Ab(1).

This analysis will feature IL1b as representative of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and will also feature IFNg due to its importance in autocrine interactions. Likewise it will feature IL4 as representative of anti-inflammatory cytokines, but will also feature IGF1 because of its unique and important role.
Featuring IL1β and IL4 as representative is done to simplify presentation of modeling results, not to imply that IL1β and IL4 always behave in lockstep with, respectively, other pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines. For the model in the young case and in the presence of Ab (Ab(1)), IL1β and IFNg are both always high (Table 2 Row 1), and NFkB is likewise always high, signifying a high level of nuclear translocation (Table 2 Row 2). This indicates that IL1b and IFNg are made high directly through signaling via the TLR complex and NFkB without autocrine interaction in the model. The lack of autocrine involvement in this case is not a critical feature of the model and could easily be changed if new data suggest that Aβ requires autocrine amplification in order to produce an inflammatory response. In contrast, signaling pathway structure is a critical model feature, and autocrine interactions figure prominently in the mechanism by which Ab regulates anti-inflammatory cytokines in the model.

In the young case and with Ab(1), IL4 is not always high and IGF1 is not always low, but they both “eventually” reach those levels (Table 2 Rows 3 and 4). A signaling molecule of importance in anti-inflammatory regulation is PPARγ, but the PPARγ level never rises above base in this case (Table 2 Row 5). In contrast, STAT1 and STAT6 are not always but eventually become high (Table 2 Rows 6 and 7), indicating that they require autocrine activation in the model. The changes in IL4 and IGF1 due to Ab are due not to STAT6 but to STAT1, since IL4 is not high and IGF1 is not low “until” STAT1 is high. Furthermore, STAT1 being high “implies” that IL4 is high and IGF1 is low (Table 2 Rows 8-10). This shows that Ab regulation of IL4 and IGF1 depends on signaling through JAK2 and STAT1, which are activated through autocrine interactions involving IFNg and IL6, and the question arises as to whether both are necessary or only one or the other.

This question is best answered using state-space search. In the young case with Ab(1), IL4 is high, IGF1 is low, and IFNR and IL6R are both high for the single terminal state Maude reaches in this case (see previous subsection). If the search is expanded to include all states reachable by at least 1 rule execution, which includes the terminal state, and we require that IL4 is high and IGF1 is low, then there are many states (precisely 384, but this number is unimportant) in which either or both of IFNR and IL6R are high, but there are no states in which IFNR and IL6R are both low. This proves that Ab regulates the anti-inflammatory cytokines via autocrine interactions requiring IFNg or IL6 in the model. This interaction is a central feature of model behavior.

In the young case with Ab(1), ROS is always high (Table 2 Row 11), indicating that ROS is driven directly through the TLR complex. The same is not also true for phagocytosis. In the young case with
Ab(1), phago is not always but is eventually high (Table 2 Rows 12 and 13). In the model Smad is the dominant driver of phago, and like phago it is eventually high. Like IL4, Smad is not high until STAT1 is high (Table 2 Rows 14-16). STAT1 being high does not imply but does lead to phago being high (Table 2 Rows 17 and 18). In contrast, Smad being high does imply that phago is high (Table 2 Row 19). This analysis indicates that in the young case, Ab promotes phago largely through an autocrine interaction in which upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IFNγ or IL6 leads to JAK2/STAT1 activation, which leads to generation of anti-inflammatory factors including TGFβ, which leads to Smad activation, which increases phago. That Ab promotes phago largely through an autocrine mechanism involving STAT1 signaling is a central model feature (see below in this section).

These interactions account for the differences in model element levels in the young case for Ab(0) versus Ab(1) (Table 1 Rows 1 and 2). They also account for the differences in element levels in the young case for LPS(0) versus LPS(1) (Table 1 Rows 1 and 3), because LPS signals through the TLR complex just as Ab does in the model. The temporal-logic analysis just described illustrates how IFNg (or IL6) provides what could be called an “autocrine bridge” in the model by which an inflammatory response can lead to changes in expression (increases and decreases) of anti-inflammatory factors. An augmentation in the initial level of IFNg (i.e. IFNgini(8)) in the young case produces the same changes in cytokine levels and phagocytosis as does Ab(1) or LPS(1) in the model but does not increase ROS, because ROS is driven by TLR activation but that does not occur without Ab or LPS in the model (Table 1 Row 4). An augmentation in the initial level of IL4 (i.e. IL4ini(8)) in the young case has an entirely different outcome, which is analyzed in the next subsection.

Response to IL4 augmentation in young condition

An augmentation in the initial level of IL4 (i.e. IL4ini(8)) in the young case produces changes in model element levels that differ substantially from those produced by changes in the initial level of IFNg (Table 1 Rows 4, 5a, and 5b). Temporal-logic analysis of the model in the young case with IL4ini(8) is shown in Table 3. In this case, IL1b is not always low and IGF1 is not always high (Table 3 Row 1), indicating that the levels of these mediators change due to autocrine interactions in the model. Considered separately, IL1b is not always low and it is not even eventually low (Table 3 Rows 2 and 3). The latter is due to the existence of the two stable states associated with this case. From this we know that IL1b is eventually low for paths that lead to one stable state but not the other (Table 1 Rows 5a and 5b), so it is not true over all possible paths that IL1b is eventually low.
In contrast, IGF1 is not always high but it is eventually high (Table 3 Rows 4 and 5) and this means that IGF1 eventually attains the high level along all paths in the young case with IL4ini(8). IL4 signals through JAK2 and STAT6, and IL4ini(8) pushes STAT6 to a level above high, and STAT6 above high implies that IGF1 is high (Table 3 Row 6). Thus, IGF1 is driven high by the initially augmented level of IL4, but it does not always maintain that level because IGF1 being high does not imply that IGF1 remains high (Table 3 Row 7). Also, IGF1 needs to be high before IL1b is driven low, but IGF1 being high does not guarantee that IL1b eventually will be low (Table 3 Rows 7-9). The analysis so far indicates that, in the young case with IL4ini(8), the stable state in which IL1b is low and IGF1 is high depends on events that occur after the initial activation by IL4ini(8) of anti-inflammatory cytokines.

Temporal logic can be used to see which of the pro-inflammatory transcription factors must be decreased for IL1b to be driven low in the young case with IL4ini(8). These transcription factors are AP1, STAT3, and NFkB. All of these transcription factors are low in the stable state in which IL1b is low, and temporal logic proves that once they get low they stay low (Table 3 Rows 10-12). In other words, none of the pro-inflammatory transcription factors fall to the low level and then rise up again. It follows that if IL1b is low before a specific transcription factor is low, then that transcription factor could not be one that causes IL1b to get low. One way to check is to use the strong form of the logical implication operator to see which of the transcription factors are low whenever IL1b is low. The analysis shows that IL1b being low does not imply that AP1 is low or that STAT3 is low, but it does imply that NFkB is low (Table 3 Rows 13-15). This proves that NFkB is the transcription factor responsible for low expression of IL1b in the young case with IL4ini(8).

The foregoing has established that IL1b is not low until IGF1 is high (Table 3 Row 8), and that NFkB is the transcription factor that regulates IL1b in the young case with IL4ini(8). It remains to check the pathway from IL1b expression through NFkB and back to IGF1. The elements along this pathway are PPARg, PKC, and Gq (note that available data does not allow complete characterization of this pathway). In the stable state in which IL1b is low, NFkB is also low, PPARg and PKC are above high, and Gq is high. Temporal-logic analysis shows that none of these levels occur until IGF1 is high (Table 3 Rows 16-19). Although IGF1 being high does not necessarily lead to IL1b being low (Table 3 Row 9), Gq being high implies that IL1b is low (Table 3 Row 20). Similarly, IGF1 being high
does not necessarily lead to Gq being high, but Gq being high implies that IGF1 is high (Table 3 Rows 21 and 22). This seems circular but it is in fact explanatory.

If IGF1 brings Gq to the high level then Gq activates PKC. This leads to enhancement of PPARg, which enhances expression of anti-inflammatory factors including IGF1 itself but suppresses NFkB, which suppresses expression of pro-inflammatory factors. This leads to the “correct” stable state in which IL1b is low and IGF1 is high (Table 1 Row 5b). On the other hand, if IGF1 is brought back to base before it can bring Gq to the high level, then PPARg activity is not enhanced. Consequently expression of IGF1 is not enhanced and, for that reason, expression of pro-inflammatory factors is not suppressed. This leads to the stable state in which IL1b and IGF1 are both at the base level (Table 1 Row 5a). The abovementioned result that Gq being high implies that IGF1 is high (Table 3 Row 22) means that IGF1 is high whenever Gq is high. This in turn means that once IGF1 activates Gq it sustains its own activity because once Gq attains the high level it stays there (Table 3 Row 23).

This analysis provides insight into what is perhaps the most critical aspect of the model, which is that, in many cases including those with Ab(1), expression of pro- and anti-inflammatory factors are increased together except for IGF1, expression of which is decreased (Table 1). Importantly, in those cases in which expression of IGF1 is increased, expression of anti-inflammatory factors is also increased but expression of pro-inflammatory factors is decreased (Table 1). These are the cases with the most compelling therapeutic potential and suggest a critical role for IGF1 signaling (see below).

The analysis in the previous subsection shows that IFNg is an autocrine bridge over which a pro-inflammatory trigger such as Ab(1) can also upregulate anti-inflammatory factors. The analysis in this subsection shows that IGF1 is the autocrine bridge over which an overwhelming anti-inflammatory trigger such as IL4ini(8) can downregulate pro-inflammatory factors. Of the two bridges IGF1 is the more precarious. IFNg can be maintained at the high level through autocrine feedback involving itself and IL1b, IL6, and TNFa, which signal through AP1 and STAT3. In contrast, once brought to the high level by initially augmented IL4ini(8) and STAT6, IGF1 must maintain itself over its pathway from Gq to PKC to PPARg. If it fails to do so, the therapeutically favorable state in which IGF1 and the other anti-inflammatory factors and phagocytosis are high, but ROS and pro-inflammatory factors are low (Table 1), does not occur. Pharmacological enhancement of PPARγ has already been shown to move microglia in the direction of this therapeutically favorable state. The model suggests PKC as another therapeutically advantageous target (see below).
Response to Aβ and LPS in the old condition

What distinguishes the old from the young condition in the model is the absence of ACh and the neuronal surface ligands CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L. The ligand CD40L remains. This reflects a pattern expected in old brains in which neurons, especially cholinergic neurons, are dying, and because CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L are expressed by healthy neurons while CD40L is expressed by necrotic neurons. The effects of these neuronal factors vary but CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L are generally anti-inflammatory while CD40L is pro-inflammatory. In the model the net effect of the loss of CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L is upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines, which leads to upregulation of anti-inflammatory cytokines (Table 1 Row 6). The latter occurs by crossing the IFNg autocrine bridge as described in the young case in the presence of Ab (see above) but in the old case it also occurs in the absence of Ab. Temporal logic analysis reveals the basis of the similarities and differences between these two cases.

In the young case with Ab(1), NFkB is always high (Table 2 Row 2) because it is set by Ab through the TLR complex (see above). The resulting upregulation of IFNg and IL6 then leads to upregulation of the anti-inflammatory cytokines except for IGF1. In contrast, NFkB is not always high in the old case with Ab(0) but NFkB is eventually high (Table 4 Rows 1 and 2), indicating that NFkB is driven up by autocrine feedback in the model. Similarly, STAT3 is not always high but is eventually high (Table 4 Rows 3 and 4). The only other transcription factor in the model that could initiate upregulation of the pro-inflammatory cytokines is AP1, and analysis shows that AP1 is always greater than base in the old case without Ab or LPS (Table 4 Row 5). Thus, AP1 is the transcription factor responsible for pro-inflammatory upregulation in this case.

In the model, AP1 is driven by p38MAPK and JNK (specifically, AP1 takes whichever of the p38MAPK or JNK levels that is greater), and p38MAPK and JNK are similarly always greater than base (Table 4 Rows 6 and 7). The picture that emerges in the old case is that the absence of CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L pushes p38MAPK and JNK above base, which pushes AP1 above base, and this brings the pro-inflammatory cytokines up to the high level of expression without autocrine feedback since IL1b and IFNg are both always high (Table 4 Rows 8 and 9). However, autocrine feedback subsequently pushes p38MAPK, JNK, and AP1 to the high level and slightly above. Again activation of
IFNg (or IL6) acts as an autocrine bridge to upregulate the anti-inflammatory cytokines, as it does in the young case with Ab(1), and this accounts for the pattern of expression in the old case.

The output patterns in the young case with Ab(1) and in the old case with Ab(0) are the same with two exceptions (Table 1 Rows 2 and 6). The first exception is that ROS is high in the young Ab(1) case but at base in the old Ab(0) case. This difference is easy to explain because ROS is driven by the TLR complex in the model, which is in turn activated by Ab or LPS, neither of which are present in the unstimulated, old case being analyzed here. The second exception is that phago is high in the young Ab(1) case but low in the old Ab(0) case. This situation persists in the old case even when Ab and/or LPS are present (Table 1 Rows 6-9), as it must do in order to agree with observation. The interactions that govern phago in the model are set to reproduce these observations based on specific patterns of activity of the elements that determine the level of phago but are not critical model features in themselves.

Experiments show that microglia from aged specimens are inflammatory even without Aβ or LPS as stimuli. The model reflects this (Table 1 Row 6) and it follows, due to the IFNg autocrine bridge, that old microglia should produce some anti-inflammatory factors along with the pro-inflammatory cytokines (see below). In the presence either of Ab or LPS in the model, the old output pattern is the same as it is without Ab or LPS, except that ROS is high (Table 1 Rows 7 and 8). This result, as described in the previous paragraph, is due to activation of the TLR complex by Ab or LPS.

The output pattern in the old case changes dramatically when Ab and LPS are combined. In the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL1b and TNFα remain high, ROS is high, and phago is low, but all the anti-inflammatory factors are driven low. Temporal-logic analysis reveals the basis of this effect. In the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), IL1b and IFNg are always high and IL4 is always low (Table 5 Rows 1-3), indicating that these pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine levels do not depend on autocrine feedback in this case. In contrast, IGF1 is not always low but it is eventually low (Table 5 Rows 2-4), indicating that the IGF1 level does depend on autocrine interactions in this case. Further analysis reveals the transcription factors responsible for these effects.

NFκB can be driven via TAK1 either by pro-inflammatory cytokines or by activation of the TLR complex. In the old case, synergistic activation of the TLR complex by Ab(1) and LPS(1) drives NFκB above high by the TLR complex, and this pushes IL1b and IFNg up to the high level (Table 5 Rows 5 and 6). This level of NFκB activation also drives PPARγ to the low level, and that pushes IL4 to
the low level but does not do the same for IGF1 (Table 5 Rows 7-10). With RXR and LXRb at constitutive levels, as they are in this case, the only other transcription factors that could reduce the IGF1 level are STAT1 and STAT6. STAT1 is not always but is eventually high while STAT6 is not always but is eventually low (Table 5 Rows 11-14), indicating that the levels of both factors depend on autocrine interactions in the model. Further analysis shows that IGF1 can reach the low level before STAT6 reaches its low level, but IGF1 cannot reach the low level before STAT1 reaches the high level (Table 5 Rows 15 and 16). These results proves that STAT1 is the transcription factor responsible for driving down IGF1 in the model in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1).

The transcription factor STAT1 is activated by JAK2 following binding of IFNγ or IL6 to their receptors. In the model in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), STAT1 is not high until either IFNg or IL6 is high and, given the dependence of IGF1 on STAT1 in this case, it is not surprising that IGF1 is not low until IFNg or IL6 are high (Table 5 Rows 17 and 18). These results together show that, in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), IGF1 is driven low over the IFNg autocrine bridge (and IL6 can serve the same bridging function, see next subsection). The reason why the IFNg autocrine bridge does not also activate the other anti-inflammatory cytokines in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), as it does in the young case with either Ab(1) or LPS(1), is that the signal due to STAT1 is overridden by PPARγ at the low level (Table 5 Row 9). This state, in which all of the pro-inflammatory cytokines are expressed at a high level while all of the anti-inflammatory factors are expressed at a low level, and in which ROS is high but phagocytosis is low, is observed experimentally in old microglia in vitro when the TLR complex is synergistically stimulated by Aβ and LPS. This microglial phenotype has not been described as part of AD pathogenesis in vivo but obviously it would be devastating if it did occur. Because it can be seen as a hyperinflammatory phenotype it is of interest to see how it could be reversed in the model.

**Reversing inflammatory microglial phenotypes**

In cultures of microglia from aged animals, a hyperinflammatory phenotype due to the synergistic interaction of Aβ and LPS can be mitigated with an augmentation in the level of IL4. The same occurs in the model but, as in the young case, the model in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1) has two stable states with IL4ini(8) as an initial condition (Table 1 Rows 5a, 5b, 10a, and 10b). In one of the states reachable from IL4ini(8) in the old case with Ab(1) and LPS(1), the neurotoxicity is just as extreme as it is without IL4ini(8), but in the other state it is reversed except that ROS is not driven low but returns to base (Table 1 Rows 10a and 10b). The mechanisms responsible for this reversal are
similar to those described in the young case with IL4ini(8) (Table 3), and the analysis developed in that case (see above) can be abbreviated and re-ordered for this case (Table 6).

As in the young case with IL4ini(8), the augmented initial IL4 level drives STAT6 above high and this pushes IGF1 to the high level (Table 6 Row 1). Again as in the young case, if IGF1 then activates Gq before the initially augmented level of IL4 subsides, then IGF1 will sustain itself by driving PKC above high, which will drive PPARg above high, and PPARg will keep IGF1 at the high level (Table 6 Rows 2-5). The actual analysis proceeds backward from establishment of the fact that IGF1 is activated by STAT6 above high and once that occurs IGF1 stays high if it activates the pathway from Gq to PKC to PPARg.

As in the young case with IL4ini(8), PPARg above high drives NFkB to the low level and this brings IL1b (Table 6 Rows 6 and 7) and the other pro-inflammatory cytokines to the low level also. In contrast, PPARg above high drives IL10 (Table 6 Row 8) and the other anti-inflammatory cytokines (including IGF1) to the high level. ROS is initially brought high through activation of the TLR complex by Ab(1) and LPS(1) but it is brought back to base after IGF1 reaches the high level (Table 6 Row 9) and suppresses ROS over the PI3K pathway. PPARg above high also drives TGFb high and TGFb then activates phago via Smad (Table 6 Rows 10-12). In this way the initially augmented level of IL4 reverses what would be a highly neurotoxic model state into a highly neuroprotective model state. The reversal begins with initial upregulation of IGF1 by IL4 but its consummation hinges on subsequent activation of Gq by IGF1, so the achievement of this neuroprotective state is somewhat precarious. The model offers more direct alternatives.

Experiments show that IGF1 reduces ROS and TNFα production by inflammatory microglia, suggesting that application of IGF1 itself may be a more direct way to achieve the highly neuroprotective state. The model with IGF1ini(8) is consistent with this suggestion (Table 1 Row 11). The biological experiments were conducted in the absence of stimulation of the TLR complex and perhaps for that reason IGF1 is able to decrease ROS below its baseline; the same occurs in the model (see Table 1 Row 11). Temporal logic analysis of the model shows that this effect is due to initial and sustained activation of Gq since Gq is always at or above high with IGF1ini(8).

Experiments also show that augmentation of PPARγ signaling using either rosiglitazone or retinoic acid can decrease expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, increase expression of anti-inflammatory
cytokines, and enhance phagocytosis of Aβ in old microglia even after stimulation by TLR2/4 ligands. The model reproduces these general findings (Table 1 Rows 12 and 13). Temporal logic analysis of the model in the old case with Ab(1) shows that Gq is eventually high and once high stays high either with rosi(1) or retino(1). These results show that rosi or retino, or IGF1 itself, can activate the Gq pathway and lead to a sustained, neuroprotective state, and they all do so more directly and reliably than Il4. These results suggest that activation of this pathway, which drives the microglia system over the IGF1 autocrine bridge, could be an effective means of pushing inflamed microglia toward a more neuroprotective phenotype.

Main themes and predictions emerging from the model

The main themes that emerge from the model are the potential autocrine bridges involving IFNg and IGF1. The main predictions from the model focus on these two mechanisms. Experimental data is overwhelmingly consistent with the general finding that activation of the TLR complex by Aβ leads to increased microglial production of anti-inflammatory as well as pro-inflammatory cytokines. The model suggests that this occurs over an autocrine bridge by which initial upregulation of IFNg (or IL6), along with other pro-inflammatory cytokines, leads via JAK2 and STAT1 to upregulation of IL4, IL10, TGFb, and other anti-inflammatory factors (but downregulation of IGF1; see above). The model predicts that disruption of JAK2/STAT1 signaling should severely dysregulate this mechanism.

In the model STAT1 is a key player and its removal has complex effects. Removal of STAT1 prevents induction by Ab of the upregulation of Ym1, IL4, IL10, and TGFb that occurs in the model in the young case when STAT1 is present (Table 1 Rows 1 and 2; Table 2 Rows 3-10). Without STAT1, all of these anti-inflammatory factors stay at baseline, indicating that the autocrine bridge by which Ab upregulates anti-inflammatory factors has been disrupted. Removal of STAT1 also prevents the increase in phago due to Ab that occurs in the model in the young case when STAT1 is present (Table 1 Rows 1 and 2; Table 2 Rows 12-19). In contrast, STAT1 is instrumental in the induction by Ab of downregulation of IGF1 that occurs in the young case when STAT1 is present (Table 1 Rows 1 and 2; Table 2 Rows 3-10), and removal of STAT1 in the young case in the model actually results in upregulation by Ab of IGF1. Because upregulation of IGF1 results in downregulation of IL1b and other pro-inflammatory cytokines (Table 3 Rows 16-20), Ab actually causes downregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the young case when STAT1 is removed. Thus, the model predicts that exposure to Aβ of young microglia that lack STAT1 should increase production of IGF1 but not of other anti-inflammatory factors, should not
increase phagocytosis, and should actually decrease production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, secondary to the increase in IGF1.

Experimental data are also consistent with the general finding that microglia convert to a pro-inflammatory phenotype with age and maintain that phenotype. The model suggests that old microglia could be pushed toward a more neuroprotective phenotype through activation of a pathway from IGF2R through Gq, PKC, and PPARg, but that indirect activation of this pathway by upregulation of IGF1 by IL4 may be unreliable (see above). This could explain why old microglia tend to remain in a pro-inflammatory state. Experimental findings show that augmentation of PPARγ can induce a more neuroprotective phenotype including increased Aβ phagocytosis, and the model is consistent with these general findings (see above). The model suggests that PKC would also play a critical role in the conversion of the pro-inflammatory phenotype in old microglia to a more neuroprotective state. In the model the effects of removal of PKC are straightforward.

In the model in the old case, the levels of the factors ACh, CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L are switched from 1 to 0, which concisely reflects their reduction with age. In the model in the old case, a hyperinflammatory state, characterized by high and low levels of pro- and anti-inflammatory factors, respectively, and by high ROS but low phago, is brought about by the synergistically inflammatory combination of Ab and LPS (Table 1 Row 9). The level of LPS, a pro-inflammatory stimulus derived from the outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, could build up with age due to repeated bacterial infections. The hyperinflammatory phenotype has not been observed in vivo, but something similar to it is plausible in the aged and AD brain due to the possible confluence of low ACh, CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L and high Aβ and LPS. In the model, this hyperinflammatory phenotype is almost completely reversed by augmented initial IGF1, which brings pro-inflammatory cytokines low, anti-inflammatory factors high, and also brings phago high. The exception to complete reversal is that ROS is not brought low but is returned to base (see above). The straightforward effect of removal of PKC in the model is to completely block the effects of augmented initial IGF1.

In the model, augmented initial IGF1 also reduces pro-inflammatory cytokines in the old case when Ab and LPS are both absent (Table 1 Rows 6 and 11), and this is consistent with observation. Removal of PKC in the model in the old case completely blocks this reduction in pro-inflammatory cytokines. These modeling results point to two model predictions. First, the model posits a hyperinflammatory microglial phenotype in the aged and AD brain that could be reversed by augmented IGF1, but this reversal should
depend on PKC. Second, and more generally, the model predicts that any reduction in inflammation due
to augmented IGF1 should not occur in the absence of PKC.

These predictions on STAT1 and PKC address the most critical features of the model, but any model
result could be considered a model prediction. For example, on the output side of the truth table (Table 1),
any plain numeral can be considered as a prediction of the model concerning an increase, decrease, or no
change (respectively 7, 3, or 5) in a factor given the corresponding input conditions on the input side of
the truth table. One potentially interesting truth-table prediction concerns microglia from aging brains.
Studies of microglia and aging generally do not measure levels of anti-inflammatory cytokines, but the
model suggests increased microglial production of IL4, IL10, and other anti-inflammatory cytokines
along with the observed increase in production of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL1β and TNFα.
The truth table modeling results also suggest that expression of most anti-inflammatory mediators should
be increased whenever expression of IGF1 is increased.

Some questions raised in the modeling process

Aside from adding perspective and making predictions, a model can be useful in identifying pieces
missing from the puzzle it strives to fit together. Several missing pieces were identified in the process of
specifying the microglia signaling system model. One concerns the mutually antagonistic relationship
between PPARγ and NFκB that has been uncovered in macrophages. This interaction is a critical
feature of the microglia signaling model because it allows IGF1 to suppress production of pro-
inflammatory cytokines and to reverse neurotoxic phenotypes. The model predicts that such a mutually
antagonistic relationship between PPARγ and NFκB should also exist in microglia.

Some of the findings on neuronal membrane-bound or secreted factors are confusing in the context of the
model. Some concern fractalkine, which seems consistently to suppress phagocytosis and decrease
expression of some pro-inflammatory cytokines but to increase expression of others. How fractalkine
signaling can accomplish such cytokine fine tuning is at present unclear. Similarly, activation of TREM2
by TREM2L has been found to reduce the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, but TREM2 signals
via DAP12, which activates Syk. Confusingly, Aβ activates the TLR complex and that also activates Syk,
and this leads to ROS production but not to reduction in expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Given
the signaling pathways as described so far in the literature and as represented in the model, it is not clear
how TREM2 activation could lead to suppression of pro-inflammatory cytokine production.
TREM2 activation has also been shown to promote microglial phagocytosis. In the model, both TREM2 and the TLR complex promote phagocytosis by activating GRB2 which activates ERK (Figure 1). In order that TREM2 could promote phago but not promote expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the model, ERK was not coupled to AP1. Apparently, ERK does activate AP1 in some cells \(^{85}\), but the model suggests ERK does not activate AP1 in microglia. TREM2 has recently emerged as an important player in AD pathogenesis. Further exploration of ERK signaling in microglia could help elucidate the important rule of TREM2 in the AD/inflammatory connection.

**Conclusions**

Few computational models of the microglial component of AD have appeared. A recent model represents some of the interactions between microglia, astroglia, and neurons that are relevant to Aβ toxicity, and supports the idea that microglia are central to AD neurodegeneration \(^{86}\). That model is based on differential rate equations and, perforce, makes quantitative assumptions concerning rate parameters. It is different in kind from the microglia signaling model presented here, which is based directly on experimental data and represents signaling interactions in a course-grained fashion that is consistent with the qualitative terms in which the data are described in the literature. The new approach taken here is to use specialized computational techniques to analyze rigorously a system model that a modeler specifies by directly fitting together a large set of individual facts. The model provides a new, high-level view that helps to organize findings and suggest avenues for further research.

The microglia signaling model represents much of what is currently known concerning the effects on microglia of Aβ, but it is still very far from a complete characterization of microglia. The most immediate direction for continued development of the model is to include more of what is known about microglial signaling. Concerning the inflammatory contribution to AD, an important area for further development is to model inflammatory influences on Aβ metabolism. The current model treats Aβ purely as an input, not as an element that is itself dependent on interactions with other model elements. In fact, while Aβ can activate microglia, the inflammatory response due to microglia can also increase Aβ production \(^{15}\). This can occur in at least two ways. First, IL1β can upregulate amyloid precursor protein (APP) \(^{87}\), which is the protein from which Aβ is derived \(^{3}\). Second, PPARγ can downregulate β-secretase (BACE) \(^{55}\), one of the two enzymes responsible for the proteolytic processing that produces Aβ from APP \(^{3}\). By downregulating PPARγ, IL1β and other inflammatory cytokines upregulate BACE. Thus, inflammatory cytokines increase Aβ by
upregulating both BACE and its substrate, APP. Maude-based models of Aβ metabolism already exist \textsuperscript{25a, b}. By joining these models with the microglia system model, future modeling efforts can close the loop and represent the mutually reinforcing but pathological interaction between Aβ production and inflammation.

The most critical direction for future development is to couple modeling with experimentation. Because it directly represents experimental findings, model predictions can be tested using the same techniques that were used to generate the data on which the model is based. Using such test results the model can be confirmed or corrected and expanded, new predictions can be generated, and the cycle can be continued, producing a model of ever increasing explanatory power. The main purpose of the modeling described here is to initiate such a computational/experimental interaction.
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Figure

Figure 1. Model diagram. Dashed lines connote indirect connections. Arrows and tees connote positive and negative connections, respectively. For abbreviations see Table S1.
Tables

Table 1. Truth table. The input elements in the truth table are the inflammatory stimuli \textit{Ab} and \textit{LPS}, the compounds \textit{rosi} and \textit{retino}, and the initial levels of key cytokines: IFNgini, IL4ini, and IGF1ini. The output elements are those for which consistent experimental results have been reported. The young and old cases are distinguished, respectively, by the presence or absence of the neuronal factors ACh, CD22, CD200, CX3CL1, and TREM2L. All element levels are nonzero integers representing relative activities. Numerals in bold reflect changes in activity levels that have been observed experimentally and that must be matched by the outputs of both the Maude and MATLAB versions of the microglia signaling model. Numerals in plain font are those for which no matching experimental data yet exist. Italic numerals represent the output levels of two stable states reached by the Maude version that match neither observation nor MATLAB output (see Results).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>inputs</th>
<th>outputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ab</td>
<td>LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5b</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Temporal-logic model-checking in the young case with Ab present.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>proposition</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$IL1b$ is always high and $IFNg$ is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NFkB is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$IL4$ is always high or $IGF1$ is always low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$IL4$ is eventually high and $IGF1$ is eventually low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PPARg is never greater than base</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>STAT1 is always high or STAT6 is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>STAT1 is eventually high and STAT6 is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$IL4$ is not high or $IGF1$ is not low until STAT6 is high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$IL4$ is not high and $IGF1$ is not low until STAT1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>STAT1 being high implies that $IL4$ is high and $IGF1$ is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ROS is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>phago is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>phago is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Smad is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Smad is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Smad is not high until STAT1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>STAT1 being high implies phago is high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>STAT1 being high leads to phago being high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Smad being high implies that phago is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Temporal-logic model-checking in the young case with augmented initial IL4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>proposition</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IL1b is always low and IGF1 is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IL1b is always low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IL1b is eventually low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IGF1 is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>IGF1 is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>STAT6 above high implies that IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IGF1 being high implies that IGF1 remains high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IL1b is not low until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IGF1 being high leads to IL1b being low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>AP1 being low implies that AP1 remains low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>STAT3 being low implies that STAT3 remains low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>NFkB being low implies that NFkB remains low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>IL1b being low implies that AP1 is low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>IL1b being low implies that STAT3 is low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>IL1b being low implies that NFkB is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>NFkB is not low until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>PPARg is not above high until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>PKC is not above high until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Gq is not high until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Gq being high implies that IL1b is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>IGF1 being high leads to Gq being high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Gq being high implies that IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Gq being high implies that Gq remains high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Temporal-logic model-checking in the old case without Ab or LPS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>proposition</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NFkB is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NFkB is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>STAT3 is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>STAT3 is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AP1 is always above base</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>p38MAPK is always above base</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>JNK is always above base</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IL1b is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>IFNg is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Temporal-logic model-checking in the old case with \textit{Ab} and \textit{LPS}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>proposition</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>IL1b is always high and IFNg is always high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IL4 is always low and IGF1 is always low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>IL4 is always low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>IGF1 is eventually low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NFkB is always above high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NFkB above high implies IL1b is high and IFNg is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>PPARg is always low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NFkB above high implies PPARg is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>PPARg being low implies that IL4 is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>PPARg being low implies that IGF1 is low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>STAT1 is always high</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>STAT1 is eventually high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>STAT6 is always low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>STAT6 is eventually low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>IGF1 is not low until STAT6 is low</td>
<td>false</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>IGF1 is not low until STAT1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>STAT1 is not high until IFNg is high or IL6 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>IGF1 is not low until IFNg is high or IL6 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Model-checking in the old case with Ab, LPS, and augmented initial IL4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>row</th>
<th>proposition</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>STAT6 above high implies that IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Gq being high implies that IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Gq being high implies that Gq remains high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PKC is not above high until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PPARg is not above high until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NFkB is not low until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>IL1b being low implies that NFkB is low</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IL10 being high implies that PPARg is above high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ROS is high and not at base until IGF1 is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TGFb being high implies that PPARg is above high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Smad being high implies that TGFb is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Smad being high implies that phago is high</td>
<td>true</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>